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Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Dealer called me, i agreed
to the price, sent my information to them. Never in all my years of buying a car have i ever
experienced this. Dealer put a hold for me since I was traveling far. Very good customer service.
Unfortunately I was unable to make appointment. Highly recommend this dealership. I had my
vehicle shipped there. I made an appointment to see my vehicle the next morning but was able
to get in that evening. We got the deal done. My only issue is that my financing only showed 72
months one the computer but I had gotten terms for 60 from them. I think a phone call could
have solved that issue but I will handle it myself. Bought the vehicle I wanted and they did
everything possible to get me in to the car good stuff. This dealership was awesome from the
salesman to the manager to the finance manager they took what I wanted and ran with it and
made it happen and I left super satisfied with a new to me vehicle. The car have a good heater
and also remote starter good. I like it. Very good experience, Carry was very knowledgeable and
was very easy to work with. I was looking at a truck on cargurus, sold it the night before and
never called me to tell it it sold, drove 30 miles to look at for no reason. I told the sales guy to
contact me with updates on the car because it was not yet ready. Never updated me, and when I
contacted them they had already sold the car. Poor communication, better dealers out there that
would value your time. Very nice ask if he could help in any way just let him know.. All went well
I'm happy with the service and it all worked out thanks to everyone at Thompson Cadillac love
my cadillac Escalade. Thompson Cadillac responded quickly to my two question inquiry. The
answer to the first question was more off putting than engaging. The answer to the second
question was dismissive and unhelpful. The response did not encourage Dialog that could lead
to a transaction. A second respondent contacted me seeking to engage after I received notice
from CarGurus that the vehicle about which I inquired had been sold. Outstanding dealership,
great customer experience with no pressure,games or gimmicks. Sales, finance and delivery all
within a couple hours. Justin, from Findlay, got right back to me. We were able to make a very
good deal on the phone and I picked up the Escalade the next day. The experience at their
dealership was great. This is the third vehicle I have purchased from a Findlay dealership. They
do a great job! This dealership worked with me fast and easy. Our communication was straight
to the point. The sales person had the paper work ready for me to sign and the car was ready.
Great dealership and great sales people. The salesperson got in touch with me very quickly,
then followed up in a timely manner. Was very kind and considerate. Mr Landry was a very good
sales person to talk with. He gave me all the information I needed. Thanks Craig. We bought this
pre-owned GMC Acadia, so far the car is running nicely and smooth, people at Paul Miller was
very friendly, professional and honest. I would buy from then again! Thanks a lot. Quick
response and very friendly, and polite upfront sales representatives. Thank you. The perk-toting
LaCrosse remains a 5-passenger higher-mid-management-oriented commuter car that can be
delivered with all trims boasting either standard front-wheel drive FWD or available full-time
all-wheel drive AWD. There are, for the upcoming year, some subtle styling tweaks, including 3
new exterior colors, as well as a set of striking new headlights and taillights. Additionally, the
once-afterthought entry-level 1SV now gets full-blown trim status and joins the entry-level Base
LaCrosse, the appropriately titled Leather, the upscale Premium, and the uber-equipped
Premium 2 iteration. And you may recall that each of the various LaCrosse trims are known as
Groups in Buick-speak. As for additional changes scheduled for the LaCrosse lineup, the
aforementioned trio of new exterior colorsâ€”Dark Sapphire Blue Metallic, Graphite Gray
Metallic, and Ebony Twilight Metallicâ€”will replace 4 outgoing hues, while the brand-topping
Premium Group trims, often alluded to as Premium and Premium 2, will now be distinguished by
a set of reworked inch silver-plated alloy wheels. Unfortunately, there are as yet no indications
that the current and decidedly sub-par A choice of 2 engines returns for the LaCrosse lineup,
with the 2. Features-wise, depending on the trim selected, the various LaCrosse trims return
with such traditional perks as inch alloy wheels, heated power-adjustable outside mirrors,
heated power-adjustable front seats, full power accessories, cruise control, and telescoping
tilt-wheel steering. Additionally, a rear-view camera and rear parking sensors remain standard,
as do memory for driver's settings, dual-zone automatic climate control, and a remote garage
door opener. The Premium variants, meantime, will each once again boast a Bose premium
audio setup powering 11 speakers. Few changes of optional features in the LaCrosse are
expected, so look for current upgrades to the leather upholstery and the classy faux-wood cabin
accents to remain available next year, as well as a bunch of improved safety features. Speaking
of safety, expect the LaCrosse to again sport standard 4-wheel antilock brakes ABS , traction
and stability control, front and rear side-mounted airbags, and front and rear head airbags.
Daytime running lights, a post-collision safety system, and OnStar emergency telematics also
remain standard throughout the lineup, as does a remote antitheft alarm. Again for the
upcoming model year, the Leather Group and higher trims will also boast standard

turn-signal-integrated mirrors. Finally, the gentle breezes of change embracing the LaCrosse
are anticipated to reach hurricane force in , with the LaCrosse lineup scheduled for a total
remake from the chassis up. The folks at Buick assure us that this whirlwind will result in a
whole new generation of upscale elegance endowing their flagship 4-door. We'll help you find
great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide
you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find a Buick
LaCrosse for sale near me Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep
you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Authorized Buick Dealer. Read more. Why Use
CarGurus? Twenty-inch alloy wheels are now available on all-wheel-drive variants of the
LaCrosse. The Buick LaCrosse is a large premium sedan that slots above the midsize Regal and
is available in front- or all-wheel-drive configurations. A new LaCrosse arrives for the model
year. Two engines are available on the LaCrosse including a mild hybrid unit called e-Assist,
which combines a 2. Both engines are paired to a six-speed automatic transmission. Trunk
space is on the small side for a large sedan at Split-folding rear seats are standard on all
variants of the LaCrosse. Standard safety features include dual front, front-side, and side
curtain airbags. Additional standard safety features include rear-side airbags. Active safety and
driver assistance features are available as part of optional packages. The Driver Confidence
package 1, which is available on the Leather and Premium trim levels, includes blind spot
warning, rear cross-traffic alert, lane departure warning, forward collision warning, following
distance indicator, HID headlights, and a head-up display. On the Premium trims, the Driver
Confidence package 2 adds adaptive cruise control with automatic forward emergency braking
and the safety alert seat. Standard features on the base LaCrosse includes a seven-speaker
audio system, Bluetooth, Buick's IntelliLink infotainment system with an eight-inch
touchscreen, two USB ports, a rearview camera, keyless entry, split-folding rear seats, inch
alloy wheels, and power-adjustable front seats. The Comfort and Convenience package 1 is
standard in the base LaCrosse adds two-way lumbar adjustment for the driver, remote start, and
a universal home remote. Stepping up to the Leather trim adds keyless start, driver's seat
memory, leather upholstery, eight-way power adjustable front passenger seat, heated front
seats, rear parking sensors, and heated power-adjustable side mirrors. In the range-topping
Premium trim, standard features include perforated leather upholstery, a ventilated driver's
seat, and a power rear sunshade. An speaker Bose audio system is available as an option on
the Leather trim and standard on the Premium grade. In a First Test review, we said that one of
the LaCrosse's strong points is its cabin, which is roomy, quiet, and filled with premium
touches such as ambient lighting and wood accents. However, the soft brake pedal means you
have to press it harder than you need to due to it being unusually soft. In a comparison test that
also included the Lexus ES and Hyundai Azera, the Buick LaCrosse placed second because its
body roll was better control and felt stable on the road. While the LaCrosse's interior has a lot of
passenger space up front, there's too much wasted space that could be used for extra storage
while the rear seats feel cramped compared to its competitors. Watch Originals. Join
MotorTrend. Other years: Fair Market Price:? The actual transaction price depends on many
variables from dealer inventory to bargaining skills, so this figure is an approximation. See All
Specs. Quiet interior Stable on the road Expressive styling. Small trunk Brake pedal is too soft
Cramped-feeling rear seats. Expand All New for Trims, Packages, and What's Standard. All
Model Years The Buick LaCrosse is a well-rounded large sedan that pampers its occupants and
drives nicely -- especially with the V6. As Buick's flagship sedan, the Buick LaCrosse offers the
generous size and accommodations traditionally associated with the brand. Passenger space is
copious, with rear legroom rivaling that of some executive-class luxury sedans. Pleasingly, the
LaCrosse isn't a snooze to drive either, which you might otherwise assume given the brand's
history. The Buick LaCrosse's styling is pleasingly understated, with chrome accents tastefully
applied. That said, only one of the two engines available is truly suitable for this class of car.
There's either a capable horsepower V6 or a mild-hybrid four-cylinder unit dubbed eAssist.
While the latter option provides better fuel economy, we're not convinced it's worth sacrificing
the V6's additional power or available all-wheel-drive system. Regardless of what's under the
hood, every LaCrosse is stylish and well-equipped. For , the LaCrosse's IntelliLink infotainment
system gets some notable updates, including a revised touchscreen interface, dual USB ports
and advanced smartphone integration courtesy of Apple CarPlay and Android Auto

compatibility. Although the LaCrosse is a strong effort, buyers should also be sure to look at
similarly priced competitors. The Toyota Avalon, for example, is available with a full-fledged
hybrid powertrain that gets an EPA-estimated combined figure of 40 mpg, versus 29 mpg for the
LaCrosse eAssist. Its more luxurious relative, the Lexus ES can be equipped with the same
hybrid system and also shares the Avalon's burly standard V6. The Chevrolet Impala matches
the LaCrosse's big sedan comfort at downright reasonable prices, while the rear-wheel-drive
Chrysler offers elegant design and optional AWD. These are all pleasant cars, no doubt, but the
Buick LaCrosse continues to distinguish itself as a satisfying choice in the segment. The 1SV
LaCrosse comes standard with the V6 engine, remote ignition, inch alloy wheels, heated
mirrors, dual-zone automatic climate control, an auto-dimming rearview mirror, an eight-way
power driver seat with four-way power lumbar , split-folding rear seatbacks, a
tilt-and-telescoping steering wheel, cruise control, OnStar telematics with 4G LTE connectivity
and WiFi capability , Bluetooth phone and audio connectivity, the IntelliLink infotainment
system with an 8-inch touchscreen display and smartphone app integration , a rearview camera
and a seven-speaker sound system with a CD player, satellite radio and two USB ports. If you
want any other equipment, we advise you to move up to the Base trim level at least, as the 1SV
isn't eligible for most options. An 8-inch touchscreen interface comes standard on every
LaCrosse. At the Base trim level you get all the 1SV's equipment plus inch wheels and a cargo
net. The available Sport Touring package adds unique inch wheels, a rear spoiler, the Comfort
and Convenience package 2 rear parking sensors, auto-dimming side mirrors with integrated
signal repeaters, ambient lighting, keyless entry and ignition, and driver memory settings and
the Leather package leather upholstery, heated front seats and an eight-way power front
passenger seat. Spring for the Leather model and you'll lose the Sport Touring package's
wheels and spoiler, but you get the Comfort and Convenience package 2 and the Leather
package as standard. LaCrosse Leather V6 models get inch wheels of their own 19s with AWD ,
while four-cylinder models roll on inchers. The Premium 1 raises its game with heated and
ventilated front seats, a heated steering wheel, a volt power outlet, a power rear window
sunshade and an speaker Bose audio system. The Premium 2 adds inch wheels, a
torque-steer-resistant front suspension design "HiPer Strut" , adaptive suspension dampers
and a navigation system. Optional on all but the 1SV and Base LaCrosse is the Ultra Luxury
package, which features upgraded leather upholstery with extended coverage including the
center console and door armrests , a faux-suede headliner and real wood accents. Also optional
on all but the 1SV and Base models is the Driver Confidence 1 package, which includes xenon
headlights, foglights, a head-up display, a blind-spot monitor, rear cross-traffic alert,
lane-departure alert and forward collision alert. The Premium trims can upgrade to the Driver
Confidence 2 package, which adds adaptive cruise control, a collision mitigation system with
automatic braking and a vibrating "Safety Alert" driver seat. For Leather trim levels, the
Experience Buick package bundles the contents of the Driver Confidence 1 package with
navigation and the Bose sound system. Another notable option for all trims except 1SV and
Base is a panoramic sunroof. The Buick LaCrosse comes standard with a 3. The transmission is
a six-speed automatic. Front-wheel drive is standard, with all-wheel drive available on Leather
and Premium 1 trims. In Edmunds track testing, a front-wheel-drive LaCrosse V6 sprinted to 60
mph in a satisfactory 6. When equipped with the 3. Available only on the Base and Leather trim
levels is a mild hybrid powertrain called "eAssist" that pairs a 2. Combined peak output is hp
and lb-ft of torque. Front-wheel drive and a six-speed automatic are standard. In Edmunds
testing, a LaCrosse with this configuration sauntered to 60 mph in 9. Standard safety features
on the LaCrosse include antilock disc brakes, stability and traction control, front and rear
side-impact airbags and side curtain airbags. Also standard is OnStar, which includes
automatic crash notification, on-demand roadside assistance, remote door unlocking, stolen
vehicle assistance and turn-by-turn navigation. Every LaCrosse comes with a rearview camera,
and all except the 1SV and Base model have rear parking sensors as well. Optional safety
features are provided via the two Driver Confidence packages discussed above, highlighted by
lane-change alert which issues a warning during a lane change if another car is rapidly
approaching in the new lane and a collision mitigation system with automatic braking. The
"Safety Alert" driver seat included with the Driver Confidence 2 package is a novel offering that
vibrates to indicate the direction of a crash threat. In Edmunds brake testing, a LaCrosse V6
with inch wheels came to a stop from 60 mph in feet -- excellent for this segment. A
four-cylinder LaCrosse with inch wheels turned in a similarly strong performance, stopping
from 60 mph in just feet. In government crash testing, the LaCrosse earned the top overall
rating of five stars , with a five-star rating for both frontal and side impacts. The independent
Insurance Institute for Highway Safety gave the LaCrosse its highest rating of "Good" in the
moderate-overlap frontal-offset test as well as the side-impact, roof strength and head restraint

whiplash protection tests. The Buick LaCrosse's four-cylinder powertrain operates smoothly,
rarely reminding the driver of its hybridized complexity. The auto stop-start system, for
example, is unusually refined, lacking the telltale shudder on restart that plagues many of these
setups. Unfortunately, the 2. The V6, in our opinion, is the way to go. There's more driving
excitement in the LaCrosse than you might expect. With either engine, the LaCrosse's driving
dynamics are spot on. The ride is exceptionally comfortable and quiet, but there's more to this
Buick than just its cruising credentials. It doesn't feel like a land yacht from the driver seat; on
the contrary, it's surprisingly composed and steady when you're driving it around turns.
Marginal rearward visibility takes a bite out of driver confidence in parking lots, but the standard
rearview camera and various safety systems make the best of it. With its distinctive wraparound
dashboard, the LaCrosse's interior makes a strong first impression. The rakish design neatly
flows into the interior door panels, while the angled center stack, highlighted by a large 8-inch
touchscreen infotainment system, provides a modern and upscale ambience. At night, thin blue
lights trace the interior's contours, adding to the big Buick's premium vibe. Materials quality is
fully competitive for the price. The touchscreen interface is generally user-friendly and features
crisply rendered icons plus Apple CarPlay compatibility, with Android Auto added to
later-production models. However, the touchscreen's location may require an uncomfortable
reach for some drivers. On the bright side, the LaCrosse is one of the few vehicles in this price
range to provide 4G LTE data connectivity and mobile WiFi as standard equipment. The interior
of the LaCrosse includes a sleek dashboard that gives the car a distinctly contemporary feel. As
expected in this class, passenger comfort is a LaCrosse highlight. The front seats are
supportive and provide ample adjustments for different physiques, while rear legroom is
generous enough that even NBA forwards could comfortably sit back there without complaint.
With all that space in back, apparently there wasn't much left for the trunk. With just Moreover,
the eAssist powertrain includes a trunk-mounted battery pack that reduces capacity to a paltry
Either way, the smallish opening can make loading larger items problematic. Available styles
include Leather Group 4dr Sedan 3. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars.
Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you
make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the
type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find
cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're
interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out
what other owners paid for the Used Buick LaCrosse. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most
people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save.
View Photos. Appraise this car. Hybrid eAssist model's slow acceleration relatively small trunk
compromised rearward visibility. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale.
Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Minor equipment changes include a new Sport
Touring package that bundles a number of desirable features with unique inch wheels and a
rear spoiler. Read more. Write a review See all 13 reviews. A bold and beautiful car. I rented this
car for a week and I do not want to return it. The comfort is superb, and the ride is better than
sex. It handles so easily and without any effort. The noise from outside is zero. I have
discovered the joy of driving again. I could drive this car straight to Alaska because it beckons
me to do it. I wish if my wife was so easy. Life is just too short not to drive a Lacrosse. You will
forever be in love. Thanks for making America Great Again!!!!! Read less. Stylish and functional
from horn to hoof! This off-the-lot model did not come with the confidence package, which
really should be standard due to visibility issues. My fault and I regret not ordering and waiting
patiently. Very happy from the get-go with this car. Astonished by the value, and I love it more
each day. I rent a great many cars on business and this one is more luxurious than any of them.
The quiet Is a plus. Near silence even at 50 mph, and then only the pleasant hum of the tires.
Handles beautifully. There is but one drawback: The poor visibility resulting from thick pillars at
10 am and 2 pm, rear view no treat either, and blind-spot is wretched. That's why I miss the
driver confidence package, which dealer says cannot be retrofitted. Sure wish I had the head-up
display, too! But adding up the other pluses: Heated seats rock, interior lighting is legant, the
surfeit of USB ports wonderful. Love the remote car starting, memory seats and even trunk
storage, which though somewhat cramped, turns into bat cave by lowering of back seats. Love
the push-button parking break. The V-6 engine is plenty beefy for any circumstance, When I
need to pass I tickle the gas pedal and--whom! Buick nailed so many details with this model.
Headrests are perfect I'm a fan, and wish there were a way to add that pesky driver confidence

package. Pros: Overall good looks. Comfortable ride - especially on road trips. Cons: I
experienced a total transmission failure at 38, miles I bought the car new , leaving me in a
cornfield far from home. Buick did not pay for all my reasonable rental car expenses. This whole
experience cost me hours plus some expenses due only to this Buick failure. After these initial
repairs the car still required additional repairs on the transmission. The car does not hold its
resale value well. Buick will stop making this model, increasing my dissatisfaction. Limited
trunk space. Restricted visibility at left and right sides of windshield. About mpg around town.
There was more road noise than I expected. I bought a Buick used 33k miles- wanted another
Buick because my first was great smooth running car had for 9 years 80k miles-no problems2nd week I had the car the transmission starting acting up "jumping" in 1st gear. I am so
disappointed, if I had known I would have bought a "dumber" car. I have seen others describe
issues with transmissions- is this similar issues? How does the car know it has a new owner?
See all 13 reviews of the Used Buick LaCrosse. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating.
Dynamic Test Result No Tip. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who
viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the LaCrosse. Sign Up. A majority of all
used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt
and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
ford 535 backhoe manual
lexus rc manual
auto gauge tach wiring diagram
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

